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Enriching Student Learning One Field Trip at a Time, With or Without the Bus!   

Sponsored By   

Students Visit Amazing Places   

Da Vinci 5th Graders visit    

q Bati   itos L u a   g   o o   n     !       

“The inside exhibit was so cool with the   
animals!”   

“I loved being outside to learn about   
science!”   

“Being with friends was the best!”   

~  Student Comments.   

“This was a wonderful trip that allowed   
students to be in the environments and   
ecosystems they're learning about in class.   
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  We were able to apply the 

background knowledge we 

built up about ecosystems and 

now we're even drawing on 

their experiences to support 

new concepts! On  
top of it all, it was great to 

allow them to get back out in 

the real world where they 

can see science and writing, 

and other school concepts 

being applied by real 

people!!” ~ Ms. Hannah G. & 

Ms. Tamar B.   

  

Gorillas In the Rain!   

5th & 6th Graders  

Visit the San Diego 

Zoo  

“It was so much fun going to the zoo on a rainy 
day. The animals were more active and there 
were less crowds.  
The gorilla was my favorite part because 
even though it was big and strong, it 
moved fast and scared me. It was a blast 
in the new Children's zoo with the splash 
pad and all the neat net obstacles. I hope 
to come back with my family and enjoy all 
the new exhibits the zoo has to  
offer like the bees 

and butterflies.” ~  
Student Comment  

“Thank you for this amazing opportunity 

as students were able to extend their 
learning from classroom of ecosystems 

and food chain/web to real life learning.  
The application was easy and fast. 

Issues were resolved quickly through 
phone or email. This grant allows so 
many teachers a unique way to share the 

world beyond the classroom, especially 
after the pandemic and being limited to 
virtual trips.”  
~ C. De Guzman – Teacher, Kimball Elementary  
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Tiger! Tiger!   

 
  

  

  

   

 

Field Trip Xperiences in High Demand!   
 

Field trip funding requests are outpacing last year’s record-breaking year. Yes, field trips on a 
bus are back. While ABX funds Outreach Programs and Virtual Field Trip requests, there’s 
nothing like the face- to-face Xperience to one of San Diego’s finest arts, cultural and science 
venues. Unfortunately, the cost of transportation continues to rise. Help us Enrich Student 

Learning One Field Trip at a Time!   

Every $25 raised covers the direct cost of a single student to visit a museum, theatre, symphony, 
discovery center, animal and marine habitat. Send a class of 30 students by donating $750. You 
can designate your favorite school, teacher, or student.   

  Please Donate Today!    

Attention Teachers!  

 

“Students were able to  
explore the San   

Diego Safari Park in smaller  
groups of 6 -   

8 , which allowed them to  
build bonds with each other  
and their teachers. They  
also were able to search for  
and identify a variety of jobs  
and career opportunities  
that the Safari Park  
provided. Many students  
commen ted how amazing  
the day was, and how they  
appreciated being able to  
see the animals while  
spending time with their  
friends and teachers. Some  
students shared that they  
would like to work in animal  

conservation.”  ~ Teacher  –   
Jefferson Middle School   



Visit the Institute of  

Contemporary Art    
ABX and the Institute of Contemporary Art  
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Xperience     called    Explore and Mak e 

by the    Li   nda B r andes Foundat i o   n   .     
and ICA    will work together to bri n g   6 

student s     to ICA locations:  i n   Balboa  

in Encini tas, for an i n - depth tour of th 

galleries, and a hands - on related art activity 

led by a teaching artist.    Learn mo r   e 

this amazing contempo rary art fiel d   
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